Changes to RGR085 Striated Star pattern for the use of CGREU2
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The RGR085 “Striated Star” pattern was written and shows diagrams using the Large Kaleido-Ruler by Marti
Mitchell. If you are using the Large Kaleido-Ruler simply follow the patterns diagrams. NO CHANGES ARE
NEEDED.
To all quilters attempting to piece my Striated Star Quilt using the 45 o Diamond Dimensions ruler from
Creative Grids (hereafter called CGREU2) please accept my sincere apologies for the frustrations caused by the
differences in this ruler, as well as let me express my thanks for those of you at the retreat for helping devise a
solution.

However you are using the CGREU2 you will need the following instructions to adjust it:

The Large Kaleido-Ruler marks its inch measurements along the length of
diamond, and my pattern showed aligning fabric with the “blunted” upper
corner of this ruler.

While the CGREU2 measured inches along the
outside edges of the diamond and cuts the
fabric to a longer point as it did not have the
“blunted” corner discussed above.

On the last page of the Striated Star Pattern is a paper template of the area
used by the Large Kaleido-Ruler.
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Place this paper template on the 60o pointed end of the CGREU2 ruler.

Use masking tape to mark the “blunted” corner at the top of the paper
template on the ruler (approx. 3/8” from the point). Place an arrow on
the masking tape to indicate which side of the tape aligns with the
paper template.

Since you can’t cut across the pointed corner of this ruler to
“blunt cut” the points, once you have drawn you ¼” intersection
“X’s” simply place a small ruler at ¼” on top the intersection and
trim off the point to be ¼” beyond the center of the “X”.

When the pattern refers to using the 7½” mark, that measurement is way
too large for the fabric. Again use masking tape to mark the location of the
bottom edge of the paper template across the center of the ruler. Place
arrows on the masking tape to indicate which side of the tape aligns with
the paper template.
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The final place that the CGREU2 ruler will differ is when
trimming off the excess stripes to form the final diamonds.

Place your untrimmed diamond as shown.

Place the CGREU2 on the untrimmed diamond
aligning the “blunted” corner on the left and
keeping the center line across the diamond on the
center seam.

Note: The bottom right corner of the untrimmed
diamond sticks out beyond the ruler by about a
half inch. Likewise, the point at the right extends
beyond the ruler too.

Trim the upper left excess stripes off as shown.

Trimming the bottom left stripes excess gets a little trickier
as the ruler does not extend far enough to trim along its
edge. SO:
1) DO NOT MOVE the CGREU2 ruler.
2) Butt a smaller straight ruler along the bottom left
edge of the CGREU2 as shown.
3) Gently remove the CGREU2.
4) Trim the excess stripes along the upper edge of the
small straight ruler (as indicated by the arrows)
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